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“Extrinsic” and “intrinsic” data in quantum measurements:
asymptotic convex decomposition of positive operator valued measures
Andreas Winter∗
Department of Computer Science, University of Bristol,
Merchant Venturers Building, Woodland Road, Bristol BS8 1UB, United Kingdom
(Dated: 19th November, 2002)
We study the problem of separating the data produced by a given quantum measurement (on
states from a memoryless source which is unknown except for its average state), described by a
positive operator valued measure (POVM), into a “meaningful” (intrinsic) and a “not meaningful”
(extrinsic) part.
We are able to give an asymptotically tight separation of this form, with the “intrinsic” data
quantfied by the Holevo mutual information of a certain state ensemble associated to the POVM
and the source, in a model that can be viewed as the asymptotic version of the convex decomposition
of POVMs into extremal ones. This result is applied to a similar separation therorem for quantum
instruments and quantum operations, in their Kraus form.
Finally we comment on links to related subjects: we stress the difference between data and
information (in particular by pointing out that information typically is strictly less than data),
derive the Holevo bound from our main result, and look at its classical case: we show that this
includes the solution to the problem of extrinsic/intrinsic data separation with a known source,
then compare with the well–known notion of sufficient statistics. The result on decomposition of
quantum operations is used to exhibit a new aspect of the concept of entropy exchange of an open
dynamics.
An appendix collects several estimates for mixed state fidelity and trace norm distance, that seem
to be new, in particular a construction of canonical purification of mixed states that turns out to
be valuable to analyze their fidelity.
PACS numbers: 03.65.Ta, 03.67.Hk
Keywords: quantum measurement, data, information, Holevo bound
I. THE PROBLEM
Consider a quantum system, represented by a Hilbert
space H (which we assume to be of dimension d < ∞
in the sequel), and a measurement on this system, de-
scribed by a positive operator valued measure (POVM)
a = (a1, . . . , am), aj ∈ B(H) such that aj ≥ 0 and∑
j aj = 1 .
Following [21] and [28] we shall be concerned with the
question “How much information is obtained by a?”, be-
ginning with a clarification what this question should
mean at all. Imagine that a family of states (represented
by density operators) ρi on H is given, let us say with a
priori probabilities pi, such that the density operator of
this source of states is ρ =
∑
i piρi, then the “informa-
tion” in question could mean the information in j about
i, and one way to quantify it would be given by Shan-
non’s mutual information [24] I(i ∧ j). Note that this is
in general less than the amount of raw data, which is op-
erationally quanified by the entropy of the distribution
of the j: H(λ), with λj = Tr (ρaj), due to Shannon’s
source coding theorem [24].
This choice however is rather arbitrary: asking about
the identity of the state from a list. Why not allowing
a different list, or asking for some property of the state.
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Also, mutual information is a measure of correct identifi-
cation; but what if we need only “almost correct” identi-
fication, as in quantum statistical detection theory [10]?
It seems hence that specifying the information in mea-
surement results, or even only the amount, in an oper-
ationally satisfying way, is problematic, and one reason
might be the complementarity of quantum mechanics:
qualitatively, accessing some observable property opti-
mally entails rather poor performance for others. Nev-
ertheless, it is quite obvious intuitively that in almost
any POVM there is “quantum noise”, i.e. redundancy
put into the j by the very quantum mechanical proba-
bility rule, most simply due to nonorthogonality of the
operators aj , for example in an overcomplete system (see
e.g. [14]).
Our approach will thus be from the opposite end: in-
stead of attempting the impossible, defining what “use-
ful” means in any circumstances, we adopt a very simple
criterion of uselessness: statistical independence form the
measured states, because independent randomness can
be generated from outside without accessing the quantum
system. On the other hand we do not permit a distortion
of the measurement itself, so that we are forced to con-
sider a simulation of the original measurement by means
of, first, a random choice ν of a measurement a(ν) from
a list and, second, computation of a result from the out-
come of this measurement and the random choice, such
that the statistical distribution of these results is indis-
tinguishable from the ones of the original measurements,
2on any prepared state.
Because we can absorb the computation of the results
into the labelling of the a(ν), this means that we aim at
finding such POVMs, whose indices are labelled by the
same j as a and probabilities xν , such that
a =
∑
ν
xνa
(ν), i.e. ∀j aj =
∑
ν
xνa
(ν)
j . (1)
(The operators must be the same because otherwise there
would states that induce distinguishable outcome distri-
butions. Below we will introduce an element of approxi-
mation into this scheme).
Why should we want to do such a decomposition, in-
teresting though the structure exhibited (convex set of
POVMs) might be mathematically? Observe that each
a(ν) has its distribution of outcomes, with the probabil-
ities λ
(ν)
j = Tr
(
ρa
(ν)
j
)
of j conditional on ν. Shannon’s
source coding theorem [24] quantifies the amount of data
in such a source as the (Shannon) entropy
H
(
λ(ν)
)
=
∑
j
−λ(ν)j logλ(ν)j ,
by compression (we note that in this paper all logs and
exps are to basis 2). Hence, on average, one needs
H(j|ν) :=
∑
ν
xνH
(
λ(ν)
)
bits to faithfully compress the data (j), given ν as side–
information.
This motivates the study of the function
δ(ρ, a) := min
{
H(j|ν) : a =
∑
ν
xνa
(ν)
}
, (2)
which is the minimum data rate (in Shannon’s sense) for
exact reconstruction of the data.
Example 1 Look at a qubit system, C2, with basis
{|0〉, |1〉}: there let us consider the five “Chrysler” states
(in analogy to the “Mercedes” trine states)
|et〉 =
(
cos
πt
5
)
|0〉+
(
sin
πt
5
)
|1〉, for t = 0, . . . , 4.
The collection a = (25 |et〉〈et|)t=0,...,4 is a POVM, and
we can determine its decompositions into extremal ones:
these latter are given by putting weights on the |et〉〈et|,
and it is straightforward that for an extremal POVM at
most 3 can be nonzero (as the “Chrysler” states form a
pentagon on the Bloch sphere equator). In fact, every
extremal must be of the form(
α|et〉〈et|, β|et+2〉〈et+2|, β|et+3〉〈et+3|
)
, t = 0, . . . , 4,
indices understood modulo 5. From here one can deter-
mine the weights to be
α = 1−
(
cot
2π
5
)2
≈ 0.5528
β =
1
2
(
sin
2π
5
)−2
≈ 0.8944
For simplicity now look at the maximally mixed state ρ =
1
21 , for which it is unimportant which decomposition into
these extremal POVMs is chosen, as all contributions ν
will give the same Shannon entropy:
δ(ρ, a) = H(j|ν) = H
(
α
2
,
β
2
,
β
2
)
= H
(
1− β, β
2
,
β
2
)
= H(1− β, β) + β ≈ 1.5447
In contrast, the main theorem 2 below will achieve a rate
of H(ρ) = 1, asymptotically.
The computation of δ(ρ, a) is an interesting problem in
its own right (in particular the question if anything can
be gained on δ by considering multiple copies, i.e. the ad-
ditivity problem), however we take a different approach,
bearing in mind that the operational content of Shan-
non’s theorem involves block coding — i.e., a large num-
ber l of independent copies of the simple system described
above, and an arbitrarily small yet nonzero error proba-
bility:
Thus we are really decomposing the POVM
a⊗l =
(
aj1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ajl
)
jl∈{1,...,m}l
,
where we have introduced te notation jl = j1 . . . jl for a
string of symbols, used henceforth. And the error intro-
duced through block compression entails that instead of
eq. (1) we will only have
a⊗l ≈ A =
∑
ν
xνA
(ν), (3)
where the ≈ sign is made precise to mean “average ap-
proximation of outcome statistics”: assuming an ensem-
ble {σk, qk} with
∑
k qkσk = ρ
⊗n, there is the joint dis-
tribution of input k and output jl when applying a⊗l
γ(k, jl) = qkTr (σkajl), (4)
and likewise for A:
Γ(k, jl) = qkTr (σkAjl). (5)
Then we require that, independent of the particular en-
semble,
1
2
‖γ − Γ‖1 =
∑
k,jl
1
2
|γ(k, jl)− Γ(k, jl)| ≤ ǫ. (CP)
3(It is not difficult to see that eq. (1) raised to the the lth
tensor power, together with Shannon compression of the
outcomes of a(ν1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ a(νl) for the probably ν1 . . . νl
yields exactly that). Indeed we can, using the abbrevia-
tion ω = ρ⊗l, rewrite eq. (4) as
γ(k, jl) = Tr
(
ω−1/2qkσkω
−1/2
√
ωajl
√
ω
)
,
observing that the Sk = ω
−1/2qkσkω
−1/2 form a POVM
on H⊗l (this fact was observed before, and used in [16] to
classify all ensembles with a given average state). Simi-
larly
Γ(k, jl) = Tr
(
Sk
√
ωAjl
√
ω
)
,
and we can rewrite and estimate the left hand side of
(CP) as follows:
1
2
‖γ − Γ‖1 =
∑
jl
∑
k
1
2
∣∣Tr (Sk√ω(ajl −Ajl )√ω)∣∣
≤
∑
jl
1
2
∥∥√ω(ajl −Ajl)√ω∥∥1 ,
so (CP) is in fact implied by∑
jl
1
2
∥∥∥√ρ⊗l(Ajl − ajl)√ρ⊗l∥∥∥
1
≤ ǫ. (CM)
Notice that the condition can be phrased in a particularly
nice way introducing the quantum operations
ϕ⊗l∗ : σ 7−→
∑
jl
Tr (σajl)|jl〉〈jl|, (6)
Φ∗ : σ 7−→
∑
jl
Tr (σAjl )|jl〉〈jl|. (7)
Namely, for a purification π of ρ, (CM) is easily seen to
be equivalent to
1
2
∥∥(id⊗ Φ∗)(π⊗l)− (id⊗ φ⊗l∗ ) (π⊗l)∥∥1 ≤ ǫ. (8)
The organization of the paper is as follows: In sec-
tion II we will present our main theorem 2 and its proof,
which is much more satisfying than results in previous
work [21, 28], that can now be regarded as precursors:
theyy are shown to easily follow from theorem 2 in sec-
tion III. Section IV is concerned with the asymptotic op-
timality of our main theorem, a strong converse result,
theorem 8. After this, in section V we apply our result
to a kind of asymptotic normal form of completely posi-
tive trace preserving maps (operations as well as instru-
ments), and present an extensive discussion in section VI:
we restate our observation from [28] that one ought to
distinguish obtained data from information, give a new,
conceptually simple proof of the Holevo bound, remark
on the classical case of the main theorem (which includes
the problem of separating extrinsic and intrinsic data un-
der a known source ensemble), comment on the related
concept of sufficient statistics, and discuss the bearing
of our results on the concept of entropy exchange of an
open dynamics of a system. We close with a challenging
open problem. An appendix features several not widely
known facts about the mixed state fidelity, in particu-
lar introducing canonical purifications of mixed states, a
second appendix collects properties of typical sequences
and typical subspaces, used in the main text.
II. SEPARATING EXTRINSIC AND
INTRINSIC DATA
We want to represent (up to a small deviation as speci-
fied by the (CM) condition) a⊗l as a convex combination
of POVMs A(ν), with positive weights xν , ν = 1, . . . , N ,
each being defined on the set [m]l and having a small
number M of sequences on which it is supported (i.e.
where A
(ν)
jl
6= 0): this is an even stronger requirement
than the entropy condition we had considered in the in-
troduction. PerformingA amounts to choosing a ν (with
mlmlK
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FIG. 1: The source represents a number of possible states
encountered by the POVM, but there is no way of knowing
which is present (apart from the apriori distribution). The
data produced by the measurement is then stored in a record.
The rates of these processes are represented by the sizes of the
different boxes and width of the data flow arrows: originally
the rates of the source and of the measurement outcomes are
both large.
probability xν), and performing A
(ν), which itself can
generate at mostM different outcomes: the ν–part of the
produced data is obviously independent of the incoming
signal, while the measurement outcome (conditional on
the ν chosen) contains the useful information.
Our central result is:
Theorem 2 There exist POVMs A(ν) on [m]l, ν =
1, . . . , N , each supported on a set of cardinality at most
M , where
M = exp
(
lI(λ; ρˆ) +O(
√
l)
)
,
N = exp
(
l
(
H(λ) − I(λ; ρˆ))+O(√l)) ,
such that for A = 1N
∑
ν A
(ν) condition (CM) is satisfied.
The characteristic constant in the exponent is
I(λ; ρˆ) = H(ρ)−
∑
j
λjH(ρˆj),
4the entropy defect of the ensemble (Lebedev and Lev-
itin [19]), or the quantum mutual information between a
sender producing letter j with probability λj and a re-
ceiver getting the letter state ρˆj (see [15, 23]). It is the
difference between the von Neumann entropy H(ρ) =
−Tr ρ log ρ of the ensemble and its conditional entropy
H(ρˆ|λ) =∑j λjH(ρˆj).
Observe that not only ρ can be recovered from this
ensemble (as its average), but also the POVM a:
aj = ρ
−1/2λjρjρ
−1/2.
This construction is known as the “square root measure-
ment” [13], or “pretty good measurement” [9]. We shall
k
ν
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FIG. 2: A nice way of picturing the content of theorem 2 is
in the form of an elaborate bottleneck between source and
outcomes: it is supplied from outside with the extrinsic data
ν, and conditional on this and the incoming k produces the
intrisic data jl. Only the intrinsic data are correlated to the
signal k, while the extrinsic data (though evidently an indis-
pensable part of the whole data) is independent of it. To put
it pointedly: while it is difficult and possibly ambiguous to
speak of “useful data”, one can clearly identify data of no im-
port in all respects: the unrelated randomness ν. This is put
into the focus by theorem 2, and our concept of usefulness
is just the remainder after extracting as much uselessness as
possible.
give the proof of theorem 2 in a minute, after a few prepa-
rations. A central part of the argument is the following
auxiliary result from [2] that we state separately:
Lemma 3 (Ahlswede, Winter [2], thm. A.19) Let
X1, . . . , XM be independent identically distributed (i.i.d.)
random variables with values in the algebra L(K) of lin-
ear operators on K, which are bounded between 0 and 1 .
Assume that the average EXµ = σ ≥ s1 . Then for every
0 < η < 1/2
Pr
{
1
M
M∑
µ=1
Xµ 6∈ [(1 ± η)σ]
}
≤ 2 dimK exp
(
−M η
2s
2 ln 2
)
,
where [(1 ± η)σ] = [(1 − η)σ; (1 + η)σ] is an interval in
the operator order: [A;B] = {X ∈ B(K) : A ≤ X ≤ B}.
✷
We shall use the concepts of typical and conditionally
typical subspaces in the form of [27], which we collect in
appendix B.
Proof of theorem 2. Define the following operators: for
jl ∈ T lλ,δ let
ξ′jl = Π
l
ρ,δΠ
l
ρˆ,δ(j
l)ρˆjlΠ
l
ρˆ,δ(j
l)Πlρ,δ.
We choose δ = m
√
2d
ǫ , so that
S := λ⊗l(T lλ,δ) ≥ 1− ǫ, (9)
Tr ξ′jl ≥ 1− ǫ, (10)
which is true by Chebyshev’s inequality and eqs. (B2)
and (B3), specifying ǫ later.
Notice that in this way Trω′ ≥ 1− 2ǫ for
ω′ =
∑
jl∈T l
λ,δ
λjlξ
′
jl .
By eq. (B8) we have
Πlρ,δωΠ
l
ρ,δ ≥ αΠlρ,δ,
with α = exp(−lH(ρ)−O(
√
l)). Define now Π to be the
projector onto the subspace spanned by the eigenvectors
of ω′ with eigenvalue ≥ ǫα. By construction we find
TrΩ ≥ 1− 3ǫ for Ω = S−1Πω′Π.
Now let ξjl = Πξ
′
jlΠ and define i.i.d. random variables
J
(ν)
µ ∈ T lλ,δ, ν = 1, . . . , N , µ = 1, . . . ,M by
Pr{J (ν)µ = jl} =
λjl
S
=: L′jl .
That is, we consider N independent sets of M indepen-
dent choices each, from T lλ,δ. Observe that Ω = EξJ(ν)µ ,
the expected value of the random operators ξ
J
(ν)
µ
.
We shall show that with high probability the following
conditions hold:
1
M
M∑
µ=1
ξ
J
(ν)
µ
∈ [(1 ± ǫ)Ω], (Iν)
for all ν, and
1
NM
N,M∑
ν,µ=1
δ
J
(ν)
µ
∈ [(1 ± ǫ)L′]. (II)
This is most easily seen with the help of lemma 3: ac-
cording to it
Pr{¬Iν} ≤ 2TrΠ exp
(
−M ǫ
3α
2β ln 2
)
,
Pr{¬II} ≤ 2|T lλ,δ| exp
(
−NM ǫ
2γ
2 ln 2
)
,
5with
γ = min{λjl : jl ∈ T lλ,δ} ≥ exp
(
−lH(λ)−Kmδ
√
l
)
,
compare eq. (B8). Choosing M and N according to the
theorem’s statement will force the sum of these probabil-
ities to be less than 1, i.e. with positive probability all
the events (Iν) and (II) happen.
Let us assume we fix now values for the J
(ν)
µ such that
all equations (Iν) and (II) are satisfied. Then we may
define operators
A
(ν)
jl
=
S
1 + ǫ
ω−1/2
 1
M
∑
µ:J
(ν)
µ =jl
ξ
J
(ν)
µ
ω−1/2
=
S
1 + ǫ
|{µ : J (ν)µ = jl}|
M
ω−1/2ξjlω
−1/2.
We check that for each ν these form a sub–POVM (i.e., a
collection of positive operators with sum upper bounded
by 1 ): using (Iν) and the definitions of Ω and ω
′ we find
√
ω
∑
jl
A
(ν)
jl
√ω = S
1 + ǫ
1
M
M∑
µ=1
ξ
J
(ν)
µ
≤ SΩ = Πω′Π
≤ ω′ ≤ ω.
Finally, we check that condition (CM) holds: it is suffi-
cient to do this for the sub–POVM constructed, because
then we can distribute the remaining operator weight to
fill up to 1 arbitrarily.
We calculate directly from the definitions:∑
jl
1
2
‖√ω(ajl −Ajl)
√
ω‖1
=
∑
jl
1
2
∥∥∥∥∥λjl ρˆjl − S|{νµ : J (µ)µ = jl}|(1 + ǫ)NM ξjl
∥∥∥∥∥
1
≤ 1
2
(1− S) +
∑
jl∈T l
λ,δ
L′jl
1
2
‖ρˆjl − ξjl‖1
+
1
2
∥∥∥∥∥L′ − 1NM ∑
νµ
δ
J
(ν)
µ
∥∥∥∥∥
1
≤ ǫ
2
+
∑
jl∈T l
λ,δ
L′jl
1
2
‖ρˆjl − ξjl‖1 +
ǫ
2
≤ ǫ +
∑
jl∈T l
λ,δ
L′jl
(
1
2
‖ρˆjl − ξ′jl‖1 +
1
2
‖ξ′jl − ξjl‖1
)
.
(11)
By the definition of ξ′jl , using eq. (10) and lemma 4 below,
we can bound the first of the two terms in brackets by
ǫ+
√
2ǫ. It remains to estimate the second: consider
Ω′ =
∑
jl∈T l
λ,δ
L′jlξ
′
jl ,
and recall that ξjl = Πξ
′
jlΠ, hence Ω = ΠΩ
′Π. By con-
struction we have∑
jl∈T l
λ,δ
L′jlTr ξ
′
jl ≥ 1− 3ǫ,
thus, using lemma 4 with each of the ξ′jl and employing
concavity of the square root function, we end up with∑
jl∈T l
λ,δ
L′jl
1
2
‖ξ′jl − ξjl‖1 ≤
√
6ǫ,
which allows us to estimate (11) by 2ǫ+
√
2ǫ+
√
6ǫ. ✷
Here is the lemma that we needed in the proof: it says
that a POVM element that is likely to respond to a state
acts “gently” on it in the sense of little disturbance.
Lemma 4 (Lemma V.9 of [27]) For a state ρ and
and an operator 0 ≤ X ≤ 1 , if Tr (ρX) ≥ 1 − λ, then∥∥∥ρ−√Xρ√X∥∥∥
1
≤ √8λ.
The same is true if ρ is only a subnormalized density
operator. ✷
III. PREVIOUS APPROACHES
The question addressed in the present paper of quanti-
fying the “amount of information obtained by a quantum
measurement” has been posed before, in the works [21]
and [28], with mathematical modellings different from
ours, though there is an evolution leading from the first
to the present:
In [21] the POVM a was assumed to maximize a certain
Bayesian gain (there called “fidelity”)
F (a) =
∑
ij
piTr (ρiaj)Fij ,
to achieve the optimal (i.e. maximal) value Fopt. On
blocks of length l the gain (or fidelity) function was ex-
tended by defining Filjl =
1
l
∑l
k=1 Fikjk . This definition
has the easily checked property that the gain on blocks
of length l,
F (a⊗l) =
∑
iljl
pilTr (ρilajl)Filjl , (12)
equals the single letter expression F (a).
Note that in this way the maximum Bayesian gain is
still Fopt (which can be seen from eq. (13) below). Then
the following theorem was shown:
Theorem 5 (Massar, Popescu [21]) For ǫ > 0 and l
large enough there exists a POVMA with fidelity F (A) ≥
Fopt − ǫ and
M ≤ exp(l(H(ρ) + ǫ))
many outcomes among the jl. ✷
6This result was interpreted as saying that about any
property of the ensemble states, as encoded in the
Bayesian gain matrix Fij , one can learn at most one bit
per qubit.
In [28] this was extended and clarified as follows: ob-
serve that for any POVM A = (Ajlµ)µ=1,...,M one has
F (A) =
∑
il
pil
∑
µ
Tr (ρilAjlµ )
1
l
l∑
k=1
Fikjµk
=
1
l
l∑
k=1
∑
i
∑
j
piTr (ρi(A|k)j)Fij ,
(13)
where (with [l] = {1, . . . , l})
(A|k)j = Tr 6=k
(ρ⊗[l]\k ⊗ 1 k) ∑
µ: jµk=j
Ajlµ

= ρ−1Tr 6=k
ρ⊗l ∑
µ: jµk=j
Ajlµ

=
√
ρ−1Tr 6=k
√ρ⊗l
 ∑
µ: jµk=j
Ajlµ
√ρ⊗l
√ρ−1.
(14)
For each k, the collection ((A|k)j)j=1,...,m obviously is
a POVM on H. We may assume (as we shall do in the
sequel) that the |Fij | are bounded by 1: then the fidelity
condition of theorem 5, reading
|F (A)− F (a)| ≤ ǫ, (C0)
is implied by
∀k
∑
ij
|piTr (ρi(A|k)j)− piTr (ρiaj)| ≤ ǫ. (C1)
This is itself implied by
∀k∀i
∑
j
|Tr (ρi(A|k)j)− Tr (ρiaj)| ≤ ǫ, (C2)
which in turn follows from
∀k
∑
j
‖(A|k)j − aj‖ ≤ ǫ. (C3)
It was then proved
Theorem 6 (Winter, Massar [28]) For the state ρ
and the POVM a define a canonical ensemble {ρˆj, λj},
with states
ρˆj =
1
Tr (ρaj)
√
ρaj
√
ρ
and probabilities λj = Tr (ρaj).
Given ǫ > 0, there exists a POVM A = (Ajlµ )µ=1,...,M
with
M ≤ exp
l
H(ρ)−∑
j
λjH(ρˆj)
 + C√l

(where C is a constant depending only on ǫ, d and m),
and such that (C3) is satisfied. ✷
This theorem is in an asymptotic sense best possible
(such an optimality was missing in [21]):
Theorem 7 (Winter, Massar [28]) Let 0 < ǫ ≤
(λ0/2)
2, with λ0 = minj λj. Then for any POVM
A = (Ajlµ)µ=1,...,M such that (C3) holds, one has
M ≥ exp
l
H(ρ)−∑
j
λjH(ρˆj) +
3ǫ
λ20
log
2ǫ
λ20d
 .
✷
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FIG. 3: In [21] and [28] the original POVM is replaced by an
“equivalent” one (as made precise in theorems 5 and 6) with
much fewer outcomes. So, POVM and data record need much
less rate of processing and storage, respectively. Of course,
compared to theorem 2 we loose many potential measurement
results in constructing the new POVM.
Here we want to show that the theorems 5 and 6 may
be obtained as corollaries of theorem 2.
Proof of theorem 5. Choose xν and A
(ν) according
to theorem 2, such that condition (CM) is satisfied for
A =
∑
ν xνA
(ν), with some ǫ > 0 (which implies that
also (CP) is satisfied with the same ǫ). Then, assuming
without loss of generality that |Fij | ≤ 1, we get immedi-
ately out of eq. (12) that
|F (A)− F (a⊗l)| ≤ ǫ.
Since we assume that a maximizes F we conclude, using
linearity of F in the POVM:
Fopt − ǫ = F (a⊗l)− ǫ
≤ F (A) =
∑
ν
xνF (A
(ν)).
This finally means that for at least one ν
F (A(ν)) ≥ Fopt − ǫ,
7which is what we wanted to prove: recall that A(ν) has
M ≤ exp(lI(λ; ρˆ) +O(√l)) ≤ exp(lH(ρ) +O(√l)) many
outcomes. ✷
Note that the latter estimate is met with equality if
and only if a is maximally refined (i.e., consists of rank–
1 operators only), so regardless of a, H(ρ) is the rate of
intrinsic data of any probing of the ensemble states.
Note further that our derivation does not depend on
the particular structure of the block–fidelity: obviously
we can as well conclude for any ensemble {σk, qk} with
average ω and any fidelity matrix Fkjl that∣∣F (A)− F (a⊗l)∣∣ ≤∑
kjl
qk|Tr (σkAjl )− Tr (σkajl)|Fkjl
≤ ǫ‖F‖,
with ‖F‖ := maxkjl |Fkjl |. If now ‖F‖ ≤ O(F (a⊗l)) for
l→∞ then we get (for sufficiently large l)
F (A) ≥ (1− ǫ)F (a⊗l).
Of course, as explained in the introduction, theorem 5
is really a corollary of theorem 6. So, we continue to
prove the latter:
Proof of theorem 6. Assume that a collection of POVMs
A(ν), ν = 1, . . . , N like in theorem 2 is chosen, with
probabilities xν , such that A
′ =
∑
ν xνA
(ν) satisfies
(CM). Define i.i.d. random variables T1, . . . , TQ, each
with Pr{Tq = ν} = xν . We want to study the random
POVMs A(Tq), and especially their mean
A =
1
Q
Q∑
q=1
A(Tq).
Observe that EA = EA(Tq) = A′.
Recall the definition of marginal POVMs. Obviously,
by linearity of this definition, we have
(A|k) = 1
Q
Q∑
q=1
(A(Tq)|k)
and
E(A|k) = E(A(Tq)|k) = (A′|k).
From condition (CM) and the monotonicity of the trace
norm under partial trace we get now, for every k,∑
j
1
2
‖√ρ((A′|k)j − aj)√ρ‖1 ≤ ǫ. (15)
Denoting the smallest nonzero eigenvalue of any of the√
ρaj
√
ρ by u, and choosing ǫ small enough, this assures
that
√
ρ(A′|k)j√ρ restricted to the support of √ρaj√ρ
is lower bounded by u/2. Then we can apply lemma 3
and obtain
Pr
{√
ρ(A|k)j√ρ 6∈
[
(1± ǫ)√ρ(A′|k)j√ρ
]
on supp ρˆj
}
≤ 2d exp
(
−Q ǫ
2u
4 ln 2
)
.
Thus we can estimate the sum of these probabilities over
all k = 1, . . . , l and j = 1, . . . ,m to less than 1 if
Q ≥ 1 + 4 ln 2
ǫ2u
log(2dlm).
This implies that there exist actual values of the Tq such
that for all k∑
j
1
2
∥∥√ρ(A|k)j√ρ|supp ρˆj −√ρaj√ρ∥∥1 ≤ 2ǫ, (16)
where we observed that the
√
ρ(A′|k)j√ρ all have trace
at most 1, and have used eq. (15). Hence we get (with
Λkj = Tr (ρ(A|k)j) and Λkj P̂kj = √ρ(A|k)j√ρ)∑
j
ΛkjTr
(
P̂kj |supp ρˆj
)
≥ 1− 2ǫ,
and using lemma 4, this gives∑
j
1
2
∥∥√ρ(A|k)j√ρ|supp ρˆj −√ρ(A|k)j√ρ∥∥1 ≤ 2√ǫ.
(17)
Now (16) and (17) yield∑
j
1
2
‖√ρ((A|k)j − aj)√ρ‖1 ≤ 2ǫ+ 2
√
ǫ,
Denoting the minimal eigenvalue of ρ by r (which we
assumed to be positive) this readily implies
∑
j
1
2
‖(A|k)j − aj‖ ≤ 2ǫ+ 2
√
ǫ
rd
,
and we are done, since A has only MQ many possible
outcomes. ✷
IV. STRONG CONVERSE
In this section we prove the asymptotic optimality of
the separation of the measurement from theorem 2. To
be precise, it is
Theorem 8 Whenever there are POVMs A(ν) on [m]l,
ν = 1, . . . , N , each supported on at most M elements,
and probability weights xν > 0, such that A =
∑
ν xνA
(ν)
satisfies condition (CM), for some ǫ < 1, then
M ≥ exp
(
lI(λ; ρˆ)−O(
√
l)
)
,
MN ≥ exp
(
lH(λ)−O(
√
l)
)
,
where the constants depend only on ǫ.
Proof. Let us begin with the second inequality: by con-
struction the set R ⊂ [m]l of possible outcomes of A has
8cardinality at mostMN . Denoting by Λ the distribution
of outcomes according to A, i.e.
Λjl = Tr
(
ρ⊗lAjl
)
,
from (CM) we get immediately
1
2
‖λ⊗l − Λ‖1 ≤ ǫ, (18)
which in turn implies
λ⊗l(R) ≥ Λ(R)− ǫ = 1− ǫ.
By a well known trick [30] the lower bound now follows:
we consider R′ = R ∩ T lλ,δ, with δ =
√
1−ǫ
2m , whence we
have, using Chebyshev’s inequality
λ⊗l(R′) ≥ 1− ǫ
2
.
Using the fact (compare eq. (B8))
∀jl ∈ T lλ,δ λjl ≤ exp
(
−lH(λ) +Kmδ
√
l
)
,
we conclude
MN ≥ |R| ≥ |R′| ≥ 1− ǫ
2
exp
(
lH(λ)−Kmδ
√
l
)
.
Now for the first inequality: introduce the ensembles
{P̂(ν)
jl
,Λ
(ν)
jl
}jl with
Λ
(ν)
jl
P̂
(ν)
jl
=
√
ωA
(ν)
jl
√
ω,
all of which have average ω. Then we define the (subnor-
malized) density operators
ρ˜jl = Π
l
ρˆ,δ(j
l)ρjlΠ
l
ρˆ,δ(j
l),
P˜
(ν)
jl
= Πlρˆ,δ(j
l)P
(ν)
jl
Πlρˆ,δ(j
l),
for jl ∈ T lλ,δ, with δ =
√
4mn
1−ǫ . Then by Chebyshev
inequality and eq. (B2)
1
2
∥∥∥∥∥∥ω −
∑
jl∈T l
λ,δ
λjl ρ˜jl
∥∥∥∥∥∥
1
≤ 1− ǫ
2
,
while from (CM) we get
1
2
∥∥∥∥∥∥
∑
jl∈T l
λ,δ
λjl ρ˜jl −
∑
ν
xν
∑
jl∈T l
λ,δ
Λ
(ν)
jl
P˜
(ν)
jl
∥∥∥∥∥∥
1
≤ 1 + ǫ
2
=: ǫ′.
(19)
These immediately imply∑
ν
xν
∑
jl∈T l
λ,δ
Λ
(ν)
jl
Tr P˜
(ν)
jl
≥ 1− ǫ′, (20)
so there exists at least one ν such that∑
jl∈T l
λ,δ
Λ
(ν)
jl
Tr P˜
(ν)
jl
≥ 1− ǫ′.
Now consider the (subnormalized) density operators
Θ
(ν)
jl
=
√
P̂
(ν)
jl
Πlρˆ,δ
√
P̂
(ν)
jl
,
which evidently satisfy
θ :=
∑
jl∈T l
λ,δ
Λ
(ν)
jl
Θ
(ν)
jl
≤
∑
jl
Λ
(ν)
jl
P̂
(ν)
jl
= ω.
Denoting with Π the projection onto the support of θ and
inserting TrΘ
(ν)
jl
= Tr P˜
(ν)
jl
, we arrive at
Tr (ωΠ) ≥ 1− ǫ′,
from where we conclude
rankΠ = TrΠ ≥ exp
(
lH(ρ)−O(
√
l)
)
.
This follows by a standard reasoning (which we take
from [27]): for F = Πlρ,δΠΠ
l
ρ,δ, choosing δ large enough,
we get
Tr
(
Πlρ,δωΠ
l
ρ,δ Π
)
= Tr (ωF ) ≥ 1− ǫ
′
2
.
By eq. (B8) the inequality follows.
On the other hand each of the Θ
(ν)
jl
has rank at most
exp
(
lH(ρˆ|P ) +O(
√
l)
)
, and we deduce our claim. ✷
We may relax a bit the condition of the theorem
regarding the parameter M : if we allow the different
POVMs A(ν) to have different numbers Mν of possible
outcomes, then we can prove the slightly stronger esti-
mate
M :=
∑
ν
xνMν ≥ exp
(
lI(λ; ρˆ)−O(
√
l)
)
.
(while the second inequality obviously holds for
∑
ν Mν).
To see this go back to eq. (20) and observe that by a
Markov inequality argument
Prx
{
ν :
∑
Λ
(ν)
jl
Tr P˜
(ν)
jl
≥ 1−
√
ǫ′
}
≥ 1−
√
ǫ′,
whence the claim directly follows.
Remark 9 While in the above proof we assumed the
property (CM) for ǫ < 1, we conjecture that (CP) for
all sources with average ω, with ǫ < 1, is sufficient to
arrive at its conclusion.
Let us inspect this possibility along the lines of the
proof: crucial were the estimates (18) and (19), the
former being an immediate consequence of (CP), so we
9would have to show this only for the latter. However, this
demonstration has escaped us so far.
Finally, a comment on why this converse is strong: op-
timality of theorem 2 is proved already by our observation
in the previous section that it implies theorem 6, and the
lower bound of theorem 7. However, closer inspection of
this lower bound reveals that it coincides with the upper
bound only in the limit ǫ → 0. For positive ǫ it leaves
room for a tradeoff between compression and error (not
untypical for the type of error concept we had used). This
is known in information theory as a weak converse [30].
The strong converse in contrast shows optimality of the
upper bound in the asymptotic limit l → ∞, with any ǫ
bounded away from 1.
V. ASYMPTOTIC DECOMPOSITION OF
INSTRUMENTS AND OPERATIONS
An interesting generalization of our main theorem
arises from the point of view that POVMs are just a
special case of general open dynamics: the most general
form of evolution is a completely positive, trace preserv-
ing linear map ϕ∗ from states on H to states on K. Such
a map can (non–uniquely) be represented in the Kraus
form
ϕ∗ : π 7−→
m∑
j=1
VjπV
∗
j , (21)
where Vj : H → K are C–linear and
∑
j V
∗
j Vj = 1 . The
representation can be made unique by considering it as
a partial measurement, and including the outcome j: ex-
tend the output system to K ⊗ J , and modify the map
ϕ∗ to
ϕ˜∗ : π 7−→
m∑
j=1
VjπV
∗
j ⊗ |j〉〈j|.
(Technically this will amount to a change of the Kraus op-
erators, too, but we will not need the details here). This
is the notion of an instrument (Davies and Lewis [6]).
One can see that it is representable in Kraus form, too,
so we will in the sequel always look at a particular Kraus
representation.
In analogy to the question about POVMs of this work
we would like to approximate ϕ⊗l∗ by the average of some
Φ
(ν)
∗ , ν = 1, . . . , N , each of which should have a Kraus
representation with a small number of contributing op-
erators. As is well known this number is the dimension
of the ancillary system (environment) sufficient to emu-
late the effect of the operation by a unitary interaction
and subsequent partial trace. Its logarithm is an upper
bound on the “information leakage” from the system to
the environment.
Note that (apart from looking at approximation) we
are considering here the problem of convex decomposi-
tion of completely positive maps, like we did before for
POVMs. Of course, every completely positive map has
a decomposition into extremal such ones, with possibly
fewer terms in the Kraus representation. For this one
can employ a theorem of Choi [5], saying that ϕ∗ from
eq. (21) is extremal if and only if the family of operators
V ∗j Vk is linearly independent (in particular, then m ≤ d).
We show now how to solve this problem as a conse-
quence of theorem 2, with an additional reasoning mainly
directed to quantum state fidelities:
Formally, we are looking for a family of maps
Φ
(ν)
∗ : B(H⊗l) −→ B(K⊗l),
σ 7−→
M∑
µ=1
W (ν)µ σW
(ν)∗
µ
(22)
and probabilities xν such that for Φ∗ =
∑
ν xνΦ
(ν)
∗ and
any ensemble {σk, qk} with average ω = ρ⊗l the following
condition holds:∑
k
qk
1
2
∥∥ϕ⊗l∗ (σk)− Φ∗(σk)∥∥1 ≤ ǫ. (CO)
In fact, there is an appealing way to state them all to-
gether, and strengthen the content at the same time: for
a purification π of ρ on an extended system H ⊗H′ we
ask for
1
2
∥∥∥(ϕ∗ ⊗ id)⊗l(π⊗l)− (Φ∗ ⊗ id⊗l)(π⊗l)∥∥∥
1
≤ ǫ. (CO*)
Indeed, this implies (CO): just observe that by choosing
a POVM (Tk) on H′⊗l one can “induce” any ensemble
{σk, qk} on H⊗l for ω, in the following sense:
qkσk = TrH′⊗l
(
π⊗l(1 ⊗ Tk)
)
.
How to do this is explained in detail in [16] (or see ap-
pendix A below). Note that this generalizes the implica-
tion of (CP) from (CM), discussed earlier, when we view
the POVMs as the quantum operations eqs. (6) and (7).
Conversely, assuming (CO) for all ensembles for ω does
unfortunately not imply (CO*) with a comparable er-
ror parameter. (Examples are not hard to construct for
which (CO) holds with a small ǫ while the bound in
(CO*) is close to 1.)
With ϕ∗ there is associated the POVM
a = (aj = V
∗
j Vj : i = j, . . . ,m),
and with this goes the ensemble {ρˆj , λj}, as before.
Theorem 10 With the above notation and ǫ > 0 there
exist quantum operations in the form of eq. (22), with
M ≤ exp
(
lI(λ; ρˆ) +O(
√
l)
)
,
N ≤ exp
(
l(H(λ)− I(λ; ρˆ)) +O(
√
l)
)
,
and such that Φ∗ =
1
N
∑
ν Φ
(ν)
∗ satisfies (CO*).
These bounds are asymptotically best possible if ϕ∗ is
an instrument.
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Proof. Let A(ν) and xν be the POVMs and probabilities
constructed in theorem 2 from a⊗l and ω = ρ⊗l, and let
A =
∑
ν xνA
(ν). We use the notation from the proof of
this theorem and from section IV:
√
ρaj
√
ρ = λj ρˆj ,
√
ωA
(ν)
jl
√
ω = Λ
(ν)
jl
P̂
(ν)
jl
,
Λjl =
∑
ν
xνΛ
(ν)
jl
.
Note that by the proof of theorem 2 the P̂
(ν)
jl
either are
0 or equal to P̂jl :=
S
1+ǫξjl .
Introduce the unitaries Uj by the polar decomposition
Vj
√
ρ = Uj
√√
ρV ∗j Vj
√
ρ = Uj
√
λj ρˆj , (23)
and let Ujl = Uj1 ⊗· · ·⊗Ujl . Now define W (ν)jl by letting
W
(ν)
jl
√
ω = Ujl
√
Λ
(ν)
jl
P̂
(ν)
jl
, (24)
and observe that for fixed ν onlyM of them are nonzero,
and that for fixed jl these are all multiples of each other.
Hence these operators define a quantum operation Φ
(ν)
∗
according to the theorem, and Φ∗ =
∑
ν xνΦ
(ν)
∗ .
With these definitions we check that (CO*) is satisfied:
using π⊗l = (
√
ω ⊗ 1⊗l)|I〉〈I|(√ω ⊗ 1⊗l) (see lemma 14
in the appendix) and eqs. (23) and (24) we calculate∥∥∥(ϕ⊗l∗ ⊗ id⊗l)(π⊗l)− (Φ∗ ⊗ id⊗l)(π⊗l)∥∥∥
1
≤
∑
jl
∥∥∥(Vjl ⊗ 1⊗l)π⊗l(V ∗jl ⊗ 1⊗l)
−
∑
ν
xν
(
W
(ν)
jl
⊗ 1⊗l
)
π⊗l
(
W
(ν)∗
jl
⊗ 1⊗l
)∥∥∥
1
=
∑
jl
∥∥∥∥λjl (√ρˆjl ⊗ 1⊗l)|I〉〈I|(√ρˆjl ⊗ 1⊗l)
− Λjl
(√
P̂jl ⊗ 1⊗l
)
|I〉〈I|
(√
P̂jl ⊗ 1⊗l
)∥∥∥∥
1
≤ ‖λ⊗l − Λ‖1
+
∑
jl
λjl
∥∥∥∥(√ρˆjl ⊗ 1⊗l)|I〉〈I|(√ρˆjl ⊗ 1⊗l)
−
(√
P̂jl ⊗ 1⊗l
)
|I〉〈I|
(√
P̂jl ⊗ 1⊗l
)∥∥∥∥
1
.
(25)
The last line here is estimated as follows: the first term
is bounded by 2ǫ (see the proof of theorem 8), and for
the other we use lemma 14: observe that for each jl
the two terms inside the trace norm are the canonical
purifications of ρˆjl and P̂jl , respectively. Thus we get∥∥∥∥(√ρˆjl ⊗ 1⊗l)|I〉〈I|(√ρˆjl ⊗ 1⊗l)
−
(√
P̂jl ⊗ 1⊗l
)
|I〉〈I|
(√
P̂jl ⊗ 1⊗l
)∥∥∥∥
1
≤ 2
√
2 4
√∥∥∥ρˆjl − P̂jl∥∥∥
1
,
and using concavity of the root function and the estimate
of eq. (11) we can upper bound the last line of eq. (25)
by O(ǫ1/8).
If ϕ∗ is an instrument any approximate convex decom-
position of ϕ⊗l∗ implies a similar decomposition for the
POVM a⊗l. Hence theorem 8 gives the optimality of the
bounds for M and N . ✷
Interestingly, the bounds of theorem 10 depend on the
Kraus representation (21) of the map ϕ∗: all other such
representations are related by unitary transforms, i.e.
ϕ∗(σ) =
∑
J
V ′JσV
′∗
J
if and only if
V ′J =
∑
j
UJjVj ,
with a unitary matrix (UJj)Jj of complex numbers. (This
is essentially a consequence of the uniqueness up to uni-
taries of the Stinespring dilation [25] of ϕ, which implies
the Kraus representation. This fact is also discussed in
detail in [22]).
This motivates the introduction of
Σ(ρ;ϕ∗) := min
Kraus repr. of ϕ∗
I(λ; ρˆ), (26)
i.e. the minimum rate of the parameter M in decompo-
sitions of ϕ∗ according to theorem 10.
Note that, according to [22], the minimum of H(λ)
over all Kraus representations is exactly Se, the entropy
exchange of the map ϕ∗ (with respect to ρ). For a discus-
sion see subsection VIE below, and the forthcoming [29].
VI. DISCUSSION
We have introduced a separation into extrinsic and in-
trinsic data of a quantum measurement. It was shown to
have definite minimal rates for either of these, and that it
encompasses all previously known results on “meaning-
ful” data in quantum measurements. A particular advan-
tage of theorem 2 before theorems 5 and 6 is that it not
even requires a new POVM (which might be experimen-
tally difficult to realize). Instead, it can be understood
as a mere re–interpretation of the data delivered by a⊗l:
in fact, by our construction in the proof of theorem 2 for
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all ν and jl either A
(ν)
jl
is 0 or very close to a multiple of
ajl , in the sense of (CM). Hence the random variable N,
defined as a function of jl:
Pr{N = ν|jl} = xν
λjl
Tr
(
ωA
(ν)
jl
)
= xν
Tr
(
ωA
(ν)
jl
)
Tr (ωajl)
, (27)
(up to a scaling factor, close to 1 for typical jl), is almost
independent from the source ensemble {σk, qk} in (CP).
More precisely,∑
kνjl
1
2
∣∣∣qkxνTr (σkA(ν)jl )− qkTr (σkajl) Pr{N = ν|jl}∣∣∣ ≤ ǫ,
and in fact, we even have∑
νjl
1
2
∥∥∥xν√ωA(ν)jl √ω − Pr{N = ν|jl}√ωajl√ω∥∥∥1 ≤ ǫ.
This means that one can reproduce the statistics of the
whole diagram in figure 2 from the outcomes of a⊗l, by
inventing the ν distributed according to eq. (27). This
gives a new view on the extrinsic/intrinsic separation:
rather than replacing the original POVM by a fancy con-
struction, one can from the original data jl compute the
extrinsic data ν, and conditional on that the intrinsic
part. Then one can sucessfully pretend that this separa-
tion was delivered by the mixture of the POVMs A(ν).
A. Data vs. Information
One (as it turns out, rather careless) interpretation of
our result could be that the “useful” information pro-
duced by the POVM a amounts to I(λ; ρˆ). This in itself
is not yet precise, so lets fix “information” to mean “com-
municable information” in the sense of Shannon [24]: for
any source {σi, µi} with average
∑
i µiσi = ρ the source
and measurement outcome are random variables X and
Y with a joint distribution
Pr{X = i, Y = j} = µiTr (σiaj),
and the mutual information of these is
I(X ∧ Y ) = H(X) +H(Y )−H(XY ).
We repeat here the discussion of [28] regarding the rela-
tion between this quantity and I(λ; ρˆ):
Observe first that the joint distribution of X and Y
can be rewritten as
Pr{X = i, Y = j} = Tr
(
ρ−1/2µiσiρ
−1/2√ρaj√ρ
)
= λjTr (ρˆjSi),
where the Si = ρ
−1/2µiσiρ
−1/2 form a POVM (com-
pare [16] where this correspondence between POVMs and
ensembles was used to classify the latter with given den-
sity matrix). But here the Holevo bound [12] applies,
with the ensemble {ρˆj , λj}, and thus we have proved:
Theorem 11 Let {σi, µi} be any ensemble whose aver-
age state
∑
i µiσi equals ρ. Define random variables X,Y
with joint distribution
Pr{X = i, Y = j} = µiTr (σiaj)
(this is the probability for σi to occur and that j is ob-
served on this state). Then
I(X ∧ Y ) ≤ I(λ; ρˆ).
✷
Note that in general maximization over the ensemble
{σi, µi} (yielding the accessible information
Jρ(a) = Iacc(λ; ρˆ),
because in the above proof it corresponds to an informa-
tion maximization over the POVM Si) does not achieve
the upper bound: see [12], where it is shown that it does
if and only if all the ρˆj commute.
Furthermore, by a result from [11]
Jρ⊗l(a
⊗l) = lJρ(a),
hence the gap remains even asymptotically! For further
discussion of this point we refer the reader to [28], sec-
tion VIIC. We record here only the consequence that one
ought to distinguish between data (collected by measure-
ment) and information (about a property of the states):
the latter is never larger than the former, and typically
in quantum situations it is strictly less. However, this
seems nothing to worry about: after all, this is an ob-
servation quite familiar from our experience, though it is
worth stressing that in the present context it is a purely
quantum phenomenon.
Peter Shor has remarked the notable fact that in the
presence of entanglement, however, this distinction dis-
appears: the entanglement–assisted capacity [3] for the
quantum–classical channel that is represented by our
POVM, i.e. ϕ∗ from eq. (6), with the average of the sent
symbols required to be ρ (this means that in the formula
for the entanglement–assisted capacity one has to put a
purification of ρ) coincides with our I(λ; ρˆ)! In fact, our
result can be understood as a weak version of the con-
jectured “Quantum Reverse Shannon Theorem” [3], for
quantum–classical channels.
To end this part of the discussion note that the bound
of theorem 2 in the case of a maximally refined measure-
ment is simply the von Neumann entropy H(ρ) of the
source, and this regardless of the nature of the POVM
and of the source. In this sense, there is “democracy
among measurements”, at least the maximally refined
ones.
It is thus appealing to view our result as a dual to the
creation of a density operator by mixing pure states: it
is well known that in any representation ρ =
∑
i piσi,
with pure states σi, H(p) ≥ H(ρ), with equality iff the
σi are mutually orthogonal eigenstates of ρ: hence, H(ρ)
is the minimum entropy needed to generate ρ. In the
present work we identify H(ρ) as the maximum entropy
of measurement data correlated to ρ.
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B. Holevo bound
Here we show how to turn around the previous argu-
ment to actually prove the Holevo information bound.
The statement is as follows:
Theorem 12 (Holevo [12]) Let {ρˆj, λj}j=1,...,m be an
ensemble of states with average ρ =
∑
j λj ρˆj, and
(Si)i=1,...,n a POVM. Define the joint distribution of ran-
dom variables Y , X to be
Pr{Y = j,X = i} = λjTr (ρˆjSi). (28)
Then the inequality
I(Y ∧X) ≤ I(λ; ρˆ) = H(ρ)−
∑
j
λjH(ρˆj)
holds.
Proof. To begin with, observe that eq. (28) may be rewrit-
ten as
Pr{Y = j,X = i} = piTr (σiaj),
with aj = ρ
−1/2λj ρˆjρ
−1/2 and the ensemble {σi, pi},
where piσi =
√
ρSi
√
ρ. Now consider i.i.d. realizations
X1, Y1, . . . , Xl, Yl of the pair X,Y . We shall apply theo-
rem 2 to a⊗l and ρ⊗l, with parameter 0 < ǫ < 1. Hence,
for A =
∑
ν xνA
(ν) and the ensemble {σil , pil} the con-
dition (CP) holds. Let us define random variables ξ, υ
by
Pr{υ = jl, ξ = il} = pilTr (σilAjl).
Then we may calculate (with f(ǫ) := ǫ(logm+ 2 logn))
lI(Y ∧X) = I(X l ∧ Y l)
≤ I(ξ ∧ υ) + lf(ǫ) + 4
≤ I(ξ ∧ νµ) + lf(ǫ) + 4
= I(ξ ∧ ν) + I(ξ ∧ µ|ν) + lf(ǫ) + 4
≤ 0 + logM + lf(ǫ) + 4
≤ lI(λ; ρˆ) +O(
√
l) + lf(ǫ) + 4.
Only classical entropy relations have been used: line 2 is
by lemma 13 stated below, line 3 is by data processing,
as υ is a function of ν and µ, line 4 is a standard identity,
and line 5 by independence of ν and ξ and the standard
inequality I(ξ ∧ µ|ν) ≤ H(µ).
Now divide by l and let l→∞:
I(Y ∧X) ≤ I(λ; ρˆ) + ǫ(logm+ 2 logn).
As ǫ > 0 was arbitary, the theorem follows. ✷
Lemma 13 (Fano [7]) Let P and Q be probability dis-
tributions on a set with finite cardinality a, such that
1
2‖P −Q‖1 ≤ λ. Then
|H(P )−H(Q)| ≤ λ log a+ 2H(λ, 1− λ).
✷
The reader may want to compare this proof to our
earlier one in [28]: despite similarities they are concep-
tually completely different! In fact, there we introduced
the Holevo mutual information as a certain fidelity mea-
sure (which may seem slightly artificial) and applied the-
orem 6, while here we directly exploit the “bottleneck”
nature of our main result (compare again fig. 2), thus
providing a much more natural approach.
C. Fixed source ensemble and classical case
Our approach has concentrated on universal proper-
ties of the POVM, leaving the source as free as possi-
ble. What happens if we fix the source {ρi, pi}? Note
firstly that the whole situation is fully classical now, as
we only have to regard the correlation between source
issues X = i and measurement results Y = j.
Thus it is modelled by the classical case of the initial
problem: the source is {|i〉〈i|, pi}, and the POVM b con-
sists of operators
bj =
∑
i
Tr (ρiaj)|i〉〈i|.
This model has the same joint statistics of i and j as
the above described one (most generally, bj can be any
operator with eigenbasis {|i〉}).
Now observe the following: as long as the POVMsA(ν)
are diagonal in the basis {|il〉}, too (this is the classicality
condition for the POVMs), the validity of (CP) for all
ensembles with average
P =
∑
i
pi|i〉〈i|
is implied by its validity for the ensemble {|i〉〈i|, pi}. This
is because source states ρi′ and
∑
i |i〉〈i|ρi′ |i〉〈i| produce
the same statistics, so only sources consisting of mixtures
of the |i〉〈i| have to be considered. The condition (CP)
for them clearly is implied by its validity for {|i〉〈i|, pi}.
At this point theorems 2 and 8 can be applied: because
the induced ensemble for source state P and POVM b is
{σˆj , λj}, with
λj =
∑
i
piTr (ρiaj) = Tr (ρaj),
σˆj =
∑
i
1
λj
piTr (ρiaj)|i〉〈i|,
we obtain I(X ∧ Y ), that is the Shannon mutual infor-
mation between the source and the measurement, as the
rate of intrinsic data. More precisely, we can perform a
data separation by postprocessing, according to the pre-
scription of the beginning of this section, eq. (27), into
extrinsic ν, almost inpendent of il, and intrinsic jl de-
pending on il and ν.
However, this is not exactly what we set out to initially:
theorem 2 allows us to decompose the bjl into convex
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combinations of operators
B
(ν)
jl
=
∑
il
β
(ν)
jl|il
|il〉〈il|,
but it is not clear that these can be obtained from
POVMs A(ν), in the sense that
∀ν∀jl∀il β(ν)
jl|il
= Tr
(
ρilA
(ν)
jl
)
.
For this to hold the vectors
(
β
(ν)
jl|il
)
il
(for all jl) must
belong to the cone spanned by the vectors (〈ψ|ρil |ψ〉)il .
It is conceiveable that under this condition the obtain-
able intrinsic data rate increases. We have to leave this
interesting question for the moment.
For classical sources and measurements we thus ob-
tain that intrinsic data equals mutual information. On
the other hand, we can come back to their being distinct
in truly quantum situations: we pointed out in subsec-
tion VIA that the maximum of I(X ∧Y ) over all sources
with average ρ gives the accessible information Iacc(λ; ρˆ)
of the ensemble {ρˆj, λj}, which in general is less than
I(λ; ρˆ). The difference can be accounted for by consid-
ering that the sources in this maximization are of the
special i.i.d. type (on l–blocks), while (CM) implies (CP)
even for sources of entangled states, as long as their av-
erage is ω = ρ⊗l. This should be viewed especially in the
light of the conjecture implied in subsection VIF.
D. Sufficient statistics
The reader familiar with classical statistical theories
may have been reminded by our above discussion of the
concept of sufficient statistics, at least when the quan-
tum source and the observation are essentially classical,
i.e. when all the ρi and aj commute: the former are then
just probability distributions and the latter form a sta-
tistical decision rule, with distribution of j conditional
on i denoted q(j|i). As there is also a distribution pi on
the i we have here a statistical model in the sense of es-
timation theory (we refer the reader to [18] for detailed
explanations).
We will consider the values of i and j as random vari-
ables: then a sufficient statistics is a random variable k
which is a function of j (whose distribution conditional
on i we denote q˜(k|i)), such that the distribution of j
conditional on k is independent of i:
Pr{j|k} = Pr{j|k, i} ∀i.
Let us denote these conditional probabilities by r(j|k).
This implies that we can simulate the distribution of j
conditional on i from k:
q(j|i) =
∑
k
r(j|k)q˜(k|i).
In words, to each entry k of the new data record there
exists a distribution on the j of the original data record
such that the latter’s distribution is recovered as a con-
volution; in terms of stochastic maps q is factorized into
q˜ and r:
i
q˜−→ k r−→ j.
On the other hand, our theorem 2 provides something
appearing to be dual to this (apart from holding only ap-
proximately and in an asymptotic setting; these things
are easily introduced in sufficient statistics, too): a ran-
dom varible ν with distribution x, independent of i and
j, and conditional on it a stochastic map aν(j|i) such
that
q(j|i) =
∑
ν
xνaν(j|i).
In a diagram:
ν
↓
i
︷ ︸︸ ︷
Q˜ν−→ µ Rν−→ j.
Like k in the case of sufficient statistics, the pair µν is
a function of j, but unlike there, where q˜ and r were
stochastic maps with independent sources of randomness
(when stochastic maps are viewed as set function valued
random variables, this is expressed by the independence
of q˜ and r), the maps Q˜ and R draw their randomness
from the same source ν.
In summary, there is no direct isomorphism between
our concept of data reduction and sufficient statistics
(which, too, can be used to reduce the entropy of data
sets): the latter appears as a special case where the maps
Q˜ and R are independent.
E. Entropy exchange
We want to discuss an application of theorem 10 to the
entropy exchange of quantum operations, introduced by
Schumacher [22] (and previously by Lindblad [20]): for a
quantum operation ϕ∗ in the form (21) it is defined as
Se(ρ;ϕ∗) = H(W ), with Wjk = Tr (VjρV
∗
k ).
It can be shown to be independent of the Kraus represen-
tation, by identifying it with the entropy increase in an
initially pure environment of the system by a Stinespring
dilation of ϕ∗, see [22]. In the latter work a number of
interesting relations between Se and other entropic quan-
tities are shown.
In particular, returning to the notation of section V,
it is shown that there is a (in this sense, minimal) Kraus
representation of ϕ∗ such that H(λ) = Se(ρ;ϕ). Because
of I(λ; ρˆ) ≤ H(λ) (this is simply data processing inequal-
ity [1]), we conclude
Σ(ρ;ϕ∗) ≤ Se(ρ;ϕ∗).
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By the derivation this quantity may be dubbed gen-
uinely quantum entropy exchange of a channel, as it is
that part of the noise that cannot be accounted for clas-
sically.
From a different point of view, in fact also the maxi-
mum of I(λ; ρˆ) over all Kraus representations of ϕ∗ (com-
pare eq. (26)) is interesting: in a cryptographic setting,
where ϕ∗ connects users A and B, and is controlled by
an eavesdropper E, it is the amount of data collected by
E about A’s messages in the worst case.
A deeper investigation of these concepts is relegated to
another occasion [29].
F. An open problem
An interesting and challenging question is about the
amount of data collected by a under the hypothesis of
an arbitrarily varying source (AVS), instead of the i.i.d.
model considered here:
An AVS is a collection of source ensembles {ρis, pis}
(with average state ρs), labelled by s ∈ S, which we
make into a discrete memoryless source by considering
the ensembles (labelled by sl ∈ Sl)
{ρilsl , pilsl}il .
The idea is that at each position k = 1, . . . , l the source
may be arbitrarily in one of the internal states s ∈ S. We
have no — not even statistical information — about s, so
our data separation must work for all sl ∈ Sl: formally
the condition on A =
∑
ν xνA
(ν) is
∀sl
∑
jl
1
2
∥∥∥∥√ω(sl)(ajl −Ajl)√ω(sl)∥∥∥∥
1
≤ ǫ,
(AVCM)
where ω(sl) = ρs1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ρsl is the average state of the
source when in internal state sl.
A natural candidate for the minimum data rate of the
A(ν) seems to be
max
{
I(λ; ρˆ) : ρ ∈ conv{ρs : s ∈ S}
}
,
with λj ρˆj =
√
ρaj
√
ρ, and conv denoting the closed con-
vex hull.
If this is true, then in particular the quantity
∆(a) = max
ρ
I(λ; ρˆ)
is the amount of data collected by a, regardless of any
source ensemble.
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APPENDIX A: CANONICAL PURIFICATIONS
In this appendix we collect a few facts about mixed
state fidelity and a certain kind of purification of mixed
states, which we call canonical, that seem not to be
widely known. These are used in the main text, but
seem to be of interest in their own right.
For the state ω on H1 consider a purification |ψ〉 =∑
i
√
ri|i〉 ⊗ |i〉 on a bipartite system H1 ⊗ H2, that we
already have put in Schmidt polar form. Then on both
systems there exist (R–linear) complex conjugation maps
with respect to the basis {|i〉}:
|φ〉 =
∑
i
αi|i〉 7−→
∑
i
αi|i〉 =: |φ〉.
Then, with |I〉 =∑i |i〉 ⊗ |i〉, it can be checked that
|ψ〉〈ψ| = (√ω ⊗ 1 )|I〉〈I|(√ω ⊗ 1 )
= (1 ⊗√ω)|I〉〈I|(1 ⊗√ω),
see also the following lemma 14. Then(
1 ⊗
√
Sk
)
|ψ〉〈ψ|
(
1 ⊗
√
Sk
)
=
(
1 ⊗
√
Sk
√
ω
)
|I〉〈I|
(
1 ⊗
√
Sk
√
ω
)
= qk(1 ⊗ Uk)
[
(1 ⊗√τk)|I〉〈I|(1 ⊗√τk)
]
(1 ⊗ U∗k )
= qk(1 ⊗ Uk)|tk〉〈tk|(1 ⊗ U∗k ),
the third line introducing qkτk =
√
ωSk
√
ω on H2, and
the polar decomposition
√
Sk
√
ω = Uk
√
qkτk, the fourth
the canonical purification |tk〉 on H1 ⊗ H2 of τk (with
respect to |I〉〈I|), see lemma 14 below. By this lemma
we can infer
TrH2
[|ψ〉〈ψ|(1 ⊗ Sk)] = qkTrH2 |tk〉〈tk|
= qkτk,
with the complex conjugated operator τk, which is de-
fined as
τk =
∑
i
|φi〉〈φi|, if τk =
∑
i
|φi〉〈φi|.
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Note that this is uniquely defined, regardless of the con-
vex decomposition chosen, and in particular independent
of the phases of the |φi〉.
The ensemble {τk, qk} has average ω = ω, and con-
versely, the above formulas show how to induce any en-
semble {σk, qk} for ω on H1: let Sk = ω−1/2qkσkω−1/2
(this was noted before in [16] in the context of classifying
ensembles with a given density operator).
Lemma 14 (“Pretty good purifications”)
Consider orthonormal bases of spaces H1 and H2,
both denoted {|i〉}, and introduce |I〉 = ∑i |i〉 ⊗ |i〉. As
before, we denote the complex conjugation with respect
to this basis by . Then for a state ρ =
∑
i αi|ψi〉〈ψi| (in
diagonalized form),
|r〉〈r| = (√ρ⊗ 1 ) |I〉〈I| (√ρ⊗ 1 ) , with
|r〉 =
∑
i
√
αi|ψi〉 ⊗ |ψi〉,
is a purification of ρ. We call it the canonical purification
with respect to |I〉. (Note that this definition makes sense
as it is independent of phases in the |ψi〉).
If |s〉〈s| is the canonical purification of another state σ
then for the fidelity between these:
F (|r〉, |s〉) = |〈r|s〉|2 = (Tr√ρ√σ)2 . (A1)
Furthermore
Tr
√
ρ
√
σ ≥ 1−
√
‖ρ− σ‖1, (A2)
1
2
∥∥|r〉〈r| − |s〉〈s|∥∥
1
≤ 4
√
4‖ρ− σ‖1. (A3)
Proof . The formula for the canonical purification is a
straightforward calculation. With its help, it is also
straightforward to check the fidelity identity, eq. (A1).
Now for the last two estimates: begin with
1− Tr√ρ√σ = Tr (√ρ(√ρ−√σ))
≤ ∥∥√ρ(√ρ−√σ)∥∥
1
≤ ‖√ρ‖2
∥∥√ρ−√σ∥∥
2
≤
∥∥∥√|ρ− σ|∥∥∥
2
=
√
‖ρ− σ‖1,
invoking two nontrivial inequalities: in the third line
we use Cor. IV.2.6 of [4] (which is a kind of Ho¨lder
or Cauchy–Schwarz inequality), in the fourth line
Thm. X.1.3 from the same book.
Finally, use the well known identity
1
2
∥∥|r〉〈r| − |s〉〈s|∥∥
1
=
√
1− F (|r〉, |s〉)
to obtain
1
2
∥∥|r〉〈r| − |s〉〈s|∥∥
1
=
√
1− |〈r|s〉|2
≤
√
2
√
1− |〈r|s〉|
=
√
2
√
1− Tr√ρ√σ
≤
√
2 4
√
‖ρ− σ‖1,
which we wanted to show. ✷
Remark 15 Observe Tr
√
ρ
√
σ ≤ ‖√ρ√σ‖1, the square
of this latter quantity being known as the (mixed state) fi-
delity [17]. By theorems by Uhlmann [26] and Jozsa [17]
the mixed state fidelity F (ρ, σ) = ‖√ρ√σ‖21 equals the
maximum over the pure state fidelities of all possible
purifications of ρ and σ. Because of well known rela-
tions between mixed state fidelity and trace norm distance
(see [8]), more precisely
1−
√
F (ρ, σ) ≤ 1
2
‖ρ− σ‖1 ≤
√
1− F (ρ, σ), (A4)
the lemma tells us that at least for (mixed state) fidelity
close to 1 the canonical purifications are not too far off
the optimum with respect to (pure state) fidelity.
APPENDIX B: TYPICAL SEQUENCES AND
SUBSPACES
For a probability distribution P on the finite set X
define set of typical sequences (with δ > 0)
T lP,δ =
{
xl : ∀x |N(x|xl)− lPx| ≤ δ
√
l
√
Px(1− Px)
}
,
where N(x|xl) counts the number of occurences of x in
the word xl = x1 . . . xn.
For a state ρ fix eigenstates e1, . . . , ed (with eigenvalues
R1, . . . , Rd) and define for δ > 0 the typical projector as
Πlρ,δ =
∑
tl∈T l
R,δ
et1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ etl .
For a collection of states ρˆj , j = 1, . . . ,m, and j
l ∈ [m]l
define the conditional typical projector as
Πlρˆ,δ(j
l) =
⊗
j
Π
Ij
ρˆj ,δ
,
where Ij = {k : jk = j} and ΠIjρˆj ,δ is meant to denote
the typical projector of the state ρˆj on the subsystem
composed of the tensor fatcors Ij in the tensor product
of l factors. From [27] we cite the following properties of
these projectors:
Tr (ρ⊗lΠlρ,δ) ≥ 1−
d
δ2
, (B1)
Tr (ρˆjlΠ
l
ρˆ,δ(j
l)) ≥ 1− md
δ2
, (B2)
Tr (ρˆjlΠ
l
ρ,δ) ≥ 1−
m2d
δ2
, (B3)
TrΠlρ,δ ≤ exp
(
lH(ρ) +Kdδ
√
l
)
, (B4)
TrΠlρ,δ ≥
(
1− d
δ2
)
exp
(
lH(ρ)−Kdδ
√
l
)
, (B5)
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TrΠlρˆ,δ(j
l) ≤ exp
(
lH(ρˆ|Pjl ) +Kmdδ
√
l
)
, (B6)
TrΠlρˆ,δ(j
l) ≥
(
1− md
δ2
)
exp
(
lH(ρˆ|Pjl) +Kmdδ
√
l
)
,
(B7)
for an absolute constant K > 0, and the empirical distri-
bution Pjl of letters j in the word j
l:
Pjl (j) =
1
l
N(j|jl).
Finally, with
α = exp
(
−lH(ρ)−Kdδ
√
l
)
,
α′ = exp
(
−lH(ρ) +Kdδ
√
l
)
,
β = exp
(
−lH(ρˆ|Pjl) +Kmdδ
√
l
)
,
β′ = exp
(
−lH(ρˆ|Pjl)−Kmdδ
√
l
)
,
we have
α′Πlρ,δ ≥ Πlρ,δρ⊗lΠlρ,δ ≥ αΠlρ,δ, (B8)
β′Πlρˆ,δ(j
l) ≤ Πlρˆ,δ(jl)ρˆjlΠlρˆ,δ(jl) ≤ βΠlρˆ,δ(jl). (B9)
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